iFIT Symposium
Women in Science
October 6th, 2023

The event will provide
- The experience of remarkable women who excel in their careers
- Strategies for women to succeed in science
- Strategies for women to create/improve networking
- Early career opportunities specifically designed for female researchers
- Implemented programs/guidelines to promote equal opportunities
- Programs designed to provide balance between work and family

Invited Speakers

Dr. Dr. Saskia Biskup
Managing Director at CeGaT GmbH
and Specialist in Human Genetics at Praxis für Humangenetik Tübingen

Dr. Dorothee Kaiser
Founder and coach at dk Coaching

Dr. Caroline Liepert
Head of the Research Department at the Baden Württemberg Stiftung GmbH

Daniela Neu
Officer for Equality, Diversity and Internationalization at Faculty of Medicine Tübingen

Prof. Dr. Ghazaleh Tabatabai
Director, Department of Neurology & Neuro-Oncology at University Hospital Tübingen

Dr. Nicola Ternette
Principal Investigator for Antigen Discovery at University of Oxford

Prof. Dr. Iris Yuwen Zhou
Professor of Radiology at Harvard Medical School Boston

Round table session after the lectures
Childcare provided
Market of possibilities

For childcare support please contact the iFIT Office: ifitoffice@med.uni-tuebingen.de.
Registration possible until September 11th, 2023
iFIT aims for equal opportunities and gender equality. To focus on these areas we created the iFIT Equal Opportunities Office - responsible for the organization of the iFIT Symposium Women in Science.

The office has an active role in the areas of female career, family friendly practices and promotion of diversity.

Register Now ➔ Deadline: September 13

WHO WE ARE

Image-Guided and Functionally Instructed Tumor Therapies (iFIT) is part of the University of Tübingen and the University Hospital Tübingen. This provides an ideal environment to successfully develop our research on new tumor therapies.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES OFFICE

iFIT aims for equal opportunities and gender equality. To focus on these areas we created the iFIT Equal Opportunities Office - responsible for the organization of the iFIT Symposium Women in Science.

The office has an active role in the areas of female career, family friendly practices and promotion of diversity.

Prof. Dr. Juliane Walz
iFIT Equal Opportunities Coordinator

Prof. Dr. Bettina Weigelin
iFIT Equal Opportunities Representative

Dr. Annika Nelde
iFIT Equal Opportunities Representative

PROGRAM

01:00 pm - 04:45 pm  Market of possibilities
01:00 pm  Welcoming session by Prof. Dr. Juliane Walz
01:05 pm  Dr. Dorothee Kaiser
Empowering women in science – overcoming self-limiting beliefs and (re)discovering our own potential
01:25 pm  Dr. Dr. Saskia Biskup
From science to industry and back - a personal experience
01:45 pm  Prof. Dr. Ghazaleh Tabatabai
This is a man’s world: similarities between James Brown and academia?
02:05 pm  Coffee break (available until the end)
02:50 pm  Prof. Dr. Iris Yuwen Zhou
Mothers in science – walking in two worlds brings challenges and joys
03:10 pm  Dr. Caroline Liepert
Research management – an exciting alternative
03:30 pm  Daniela Neu
Equal opportunities in research at the Faculty of Medicine
03:50 pm  Round Table for Q&A
04:35 pm  Thank you & Closing Remarks

LOCATION DETAILS

The iFIT Symposium Women in Science will take place in the conference room 1 & 2, located on the first floor of the Gesundheitszentrum (Building 480), Hoppe-Seyler-Str. 6, 72076 Tübingen.

Follow us!

@CoE_iFIT  @iFIT - Cluster of Excellence

Our Partners

Contact us

iFIT Cluster of Excellence EXC2180
Röntgenweg 11, D-72076 Tübingen
T +497071-2983625
@ ifitoffice@med.uni-tuebingen.de